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Recommendation:
Staff recommends that the City Council adopt the Envision Mount Dora Citywide Visioning
Study and Implementation Plan.
References/Support:
Envision Mount Dora Citywide Visioning Study
Envision Mount Dora Citywide Visioning Study Executive Summary
Envision Mount Dora Implementation Plan
Background/Information:
In 2011 the City embarked on a year long process to reevaluate long term plans and policies and
engage the public in a meaningful opportunity to affect change in that direction if so desired.
Through a series of focus groups, public forums, committee and City Council meetings, a refined
vision for the future of Mount Dora was developed. The culmination of these efforts was the
Envision Mount Dora Citywide Vision Study. Through the generous donation of time from
hundreds of citizens, business and property owners as well as civic, fraternal and non-profit
organizations, a new vision of projects, policies and priorities was developed.
On October 18th, 2011 the City Council held a public hearing to review the Envision Mount Dora
Citywide Vision Plan and voted to approve the plan in concept pending staff preparing an
implementation plan. The implementation plan would outline the cost, process and procedure
for moving forward on the various recommendations over the short term (3-5 years). The
attached Implementation Plan outlines the potential costs at a planning level, and the process for
each project to be vetted through a public process. As is shown in the plan, there are varying
levels of public involvement for each aspect of the Envision Mount Dora Plan, some more
extensive than others. However, all potential projects and policy changes will be vetted through
an open and public process.
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As has been discussed throughout the process a vision plan is designed to be flexible. The
Envision Mount Dora Citywide Vision and Implementation Plan are a roadmap showing how the
goals of the public can be achieved. This is a blueprint for the future. It is expected that change
will occur within the project and policy directives contained in the plan. These will be vetted,
discussed and debated through the public hearing and annual budget process. Project timelines
may be accelerated or delayed through the project development process as more information
becomes available; projects may be added or eliminated as closer evaluation occurs; or policy
directives may be altered based upon circumstances currently unknown to the City. All of these
issues will be evaluated under the umbrella of the annual funding processes. As circumstances
change, all that is necessary is that they be evaluated based upon the principals delineated by the
public throughout the process.
The Envision Mount Dora Implementation Plan is formatted to address each major area of
implementation separately. The changes outlined in the Envision Mount Dora Plan are
summarized followed by the process required for each to be implemented. The projects for the
Activity Centers are discussed by area. Within each Activity Center, the area is described
followed by the vision and projects, a five year implementation plan including cost estimates,
and finally an implementation strategy.
Attachments:
Envision Mount Dora Implementation Plan
Envision Mount Dora Citywide Vision Plan Executive Summary
Complete Envision Mount Dora Citywide Vision Plan available at
www.envisionmountdora.org
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PURPOSE AND OVERVIEW
The ancient philosopher and poet Seneca once wrote “If one does not
know to which port one is sailing, no wind is favorable.” In this time of
economic challenges, shifting demographic patterns and evolving land
development circumstances, those words ring as true now as ever
before. Having a clear and compelling vision is the first step toward a
better understanding of the opportunities, priorities and desired
outcomes that can be achieved with the resources available to a
community. In that context, the City of Mount Dora completed a
Citywide Visioning Study in 2011 to help ensure the alignment of
various functional master plans and guide the long-term strategic
development and redevelopment of the City and its immediately
surrounding areas.
Through an inclusive community-based visioning process, the project
known as Envision Mount Dora focused on clarifying the City of Mount
Dora’s values, economic position and desired development
characteristics. That clarity is needed to guide potential changes to the
City’s Comprehensive Plan and its Land Development Code. Those
changes will help ensure compatible future growth and redevelopment
that respects the community’s unique character and assets, while
positioning the City for long-term economic prosperity and the
supporting services and public facilities to sustain it. The results of the
visioning process entail a set of strategic design concepts, priority target
areas and suggested policy changes that will be further defined and
carried out through the City’s planning and regulatory framework, as
well as its capital budgeting process.
Residents and businesses alike participated in a series of small group
discussions, large community-wide workshops, a three-day community
design charrette, open forums and presentations at meetings. The City
created a project web site, www.envisionmountdora.org, as a means of
gathering input, surveying preferences and posting interim and draft
study work products. Participation exceeded expectations. At one
community workshop, more than 200 people attended to share their
ideas about Mount Dora’s future. A project steering committee
comprised of 12 Council-appointed citizens met monthly throughout the
10-month study to guide the work activities and recommend priorities to

the City Council. On October 18th, the Mount Dora City Council voted
to adopt the Citywide Vision, with the next steps to entail a series of
workshops to further discuss the vision elements and priorities that will
be carried out through the City’s budget process and Comprehensive
Plan amendments.

OUTCOMES
Envision Mount Dora examined development patterns throughout the
City, including the two Community Redevelopment Areas and the Joint
Planning Area with Lake County that lies outside the current municipal
boundary. However, the visioning process centered on the following
target areas where future development or redevelopment is expected and
generally more desirable than in other established residential or more
natural areas of the community:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Downtown Redevelopment Area and Historic District
The Highland Street corridor
The Northeast Redevelopment Area centered on Grandview
Street
The Lake Dora lakefront
The Golden Triangle Shopping Center area
The US 441 corridor, and
The future employment center located east of the City limits.

Those target areas, shown in Figure ES-1, represent a combination of
historic, cultural and natural assets, established redevelopment areas,
declining commercial areas and emerging opportunities for job growth.
The visioning effort quickly focused on guiding appropriately scaled and
compatible development to these target areas, while strengthening and
building upon the features that make them valuable to the City’s longterm future and quality of life. In addition, the vision addressed the
needs of residential areas outside of these target areas by improving
connectivity, access to parks and recreational opportunities, diversifying
the economy in the area, and ensuring responsive public services to
foster a more unified City identity.
Ultimately, the visioning process affirmed much of the City’s prior
planning and development activities, while highlighting some new
strategic concepts and ideas that can better position the City for future
prosperity that respects its unique character and historic charm.
Exercises with community participants to define a core set of values
centered on the topics of the Environment, the Economy, and the Social
Equity of a vibrant, diverse and welcoming community. The values
statements played a central role in defining and evaluating concepts for
future development. They also shaped the project’s vision statement:

The long-range vision of the City of Mount Dora is
to create a diverse, vibrant and sustainable
community featuring a thriving downtown in
conjunction with a more accessible and inviting
lakefront, while respecting its historic character and
small town charm, and serving as a unique regional
and local destination for both City residents and
visitors.
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Figure ES - 1: Vision Map
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A market position analysis, vacant land and redevelopment analysis,
transportation mobility and connectivity considerations, urban design
concepts and cost elements informed the development of the vision.
Its central elements include:
Economic Vitality
Foster a dynamic and diverse downtown core that attracts both
tourists and residents on a regular basis for a variety of activities.
Link the downtown with the lakefront to better integrate cultural,
civic, hospitality and recreational activities that promote the City as a
unique destination. Encourage a more diverse employment base and
provide job-skill training opportunities to attract and retain younger
workers. Promote and market the community through a strong
branding effort and enhancing partnerships with Lake County, other
municipalities, non-profit groups and private industry.

Target Areas
The vision identifies the following strategies and projects for each of
the City's target areas.

•

Preserve the unique and historic
character of the downtown area
and maintain views of Lake Dora.

•

Revitalize the downtown economy
and
create
opportunities
for
residential and mixed use infill and
redevelopment.

•

•

Develop a pedestrian mall on 4th Avenue between N.
Donnelly Street and N. McDonald Street that creates a vibrant
street environment that supports and enhances opportunities
for accessibility, shopping, outdoor dining, festivals, and
community events.
Add new parking areas at key points entering the downtown
area and enhance the wayfinding system to direct visitors to
parking and destinations. Create driveway connection
between Donnelly Street parking garage and Tremain Street
parking lot to provide better access and visibility.

Connectivity
Develop better connections between the City’s older and newer
neighborhoods to overcome barriers of distance and divisive
roadways. Enhance the community’s walking and bicycling network
through signage, pavement markings and design treatments. Increase
public transit availability and frequency throughout the City. Foster
safe and well-connected streets that link residential areas with
commercial and employment destinations. Improve park and
lakefront access. Make use of wayfinding and strategically located
parking to support a stronger downtown core, and make use of
gateways to smooth the transitions between regional roadways and
various destinations in the City.

Encourage redevelopment of the former citrus co-op as mixed
use site that helps anchor the district and provides a sense of
arrival in the City.

•

Reserve space to incorporate a shared use path within or
adjacent to the existing railroad right-of-way. This path will
connect to downtown, as well as a future connection to the
employment center, and create new economic opportunities
and improved mobility and accessibility options.

THE DOWNTOWN REDEVELOPMENT AREA AND
HISTORIC DISTRICT

Historic Community Character
Maintain the City’s small town charm with compatible development
that fits Mount Dora’s scale and distinct urban form. Celebrate the
City’s great neighborhoods by preserving their character and
fostering their stability. Ensure the vitality of the City’s quaint,
authentic and inviting places. Sustain the City’s natural and
environmental treasures, including outstanding parks and recreation
opportunities, cultural events, and peaceful open spaces.

•

THE HIGHLAND STREET CORRIDOR

•

Promote opportunities for infill
and redevelopment to retail and
professional office uses to create
neighborhood-supportive
destinations.

•

Provide public open spaces along
Highland Street at both 1st and 5th
Avenues to define key intersections and reinforce travel
towards downtown.

THE NORTHEAST REDEVELOPMENT AREA
CENTERED ON GRANDVIEW STREET

•

•

Improve
accessibility
and
visibility between the N.
Grandview Street commercial
areas and US 441.
Create
gateway elements on US 441 at
Limit Avenue and Lincoln Avenue
to direct visitors into the district.
Support neighborhood-scale infill and redevelopment around
the intersection of Lincoln Avenue and N. Grandview Street
to create a community destination that is the social and
economic hub of the area. Provide public open spaces.

•

Maintain open space and buffers from anticipated commercial
development north of Limit Avenue fronting US 441.

•

Provide “Complete Streets” features, such as wide sidewalks,
street trees, lighting, and benches along Limit and Lincoln
Avenues to improve livability and safety along those
roadways.
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THE LAKE DORA LAKEFRONT

THE US 441 CORRIDOR



Create a major mixed use destination
at Pineapple Point that serves as the
focal point for a variety of activities
along the waterfront. Provide public
access to the waterfront.



Enhance the visual experience and
sense of identity upon entering the
Mount Dora area. Create gateway
elements that direct visitors towards
downtown.



Create a linear park along Charles
Avenue that connects Simpson Cove with
Pineapple Point and promotes the connection between
downtown and the lakefront.



Create a “green corridor” through additional street tree and
landscape plantings, in addition to retention of existing
canopy, wherever possible to frame the US 441 right-of-way.



Maintain the capacity and function of US 441 by creating
parallel roadways that draw local users and spread out traffic
loads.



Strengthen the visibility of pedestrian crossings at key US 441
intersections to enhance safety for non-motorized users.





Strengthen the physical and visual connections between the
lakefront and downtown and establish connections between
the overall community.
Promote environmental sustainability and responsibility to
ensure the future of Lake Dora as a destination and amenity.

THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE SHOPPING CENTER AREA







Redevelop two existing shopping
centers
into
employment-based
mixed use centers with supportive
retail, civic, and educational
facilities.
Modify the intersection of Old US
441 and Eudora Road to create a
“roundabout” junction.
To help transition from a rural to an urban roadway, create a
boulevard section on Old US 441 from Eudora Road to
Greenway Drive. The section will contain a landscaped
median, bicycle lanes, and sidewalks. Reserve space to
incorporate a shared use path within or adjacent to the
existing railroad right-of-way. This path will connect to
downtown and create new economic opportunities and
improved mobility and accessibility options.

THE EMPLOYMENT CENTER



Guide future development activity
and form in coordination with
Lake County through a joint
master plan.



Provide opportunities for a mix of
employment and educational uses,
as well as support services and
amenities, in proximity to housing.



Promote accessibility from regional roadways and a wellconnected street network comprised of collector roads and
local roads that support all users.



Create multimodal opportunities and provide transportation
links connecting to the downtown area.

Priority Vision Elements and Strategies
Upon recommendation from the steering committee, the priorities
emanating from the vision focus on three areas: Downtown, the
Highland Street corridor and the Lakefront. While all target areas are
important, those three areas were viewed as being in the best position
to build upon current assets and recent investments. Each target area
entails certain high visibility transformations to strengthen the City’s
economic position and promote a vibrant, pedestrian-oriented place.
Examples include encouraging a mixed-use destination at Pineapple
Point on Lake Dora, creating a pedestrian mall for a section of 4th
Avenue in downtown, converting Charles Avenue into a linear park
that complements the planned shared use path on the existing railroad
tracks running through the City, and fostering a mixed-use
development that could serve as an artists’ cooperative, live-work
space or business incubator space on the site of the former citrus
grower’s co-op at South Highland Street and Robie Avenue. The
vision also seeks to maintain the natural charm of Mount Dora along
US 441 by preserving a tree-lined corridor with soft landscaped
edges even as the road is eventually widened to serve regional
through traffic.
The vision calls for an emphasis on “catalyst” capital projects, such
as the proposed linear park along the existing Charles Avenue to
connect downtown to Simpson Cove and Pineapple Point,
streetscaping on 4th Avenue and other parts of downtown, expanded
parking strategies and wayfinding to promote visibility and
accessibility. The vision also identifies undertaking smaller public
actions that strengthen the City’s charm, including encouraging
flexibility where appropriate, such as strategic increases in building
height limits at specific locations in the downtown core area to allow
buildings of four and five stories. This is expected to provide an
incentive for revitalization and investment in the downtown core.
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The following table highlights the priority projects defined in this vision:
As a result of this process, the near-term next steps entail City staff
initiating several project activities for City Council’s review. These
include proposed revisions to the Comprehensive Plan and Land
Development Code, recommendations for streetscape and
wayfinding elements, and a downtown parking strategy. The City
should embark on a concerted effort to promote the vision through
various means, such as an improved City web site, a marketing
package, and outreach to targeted partners in the public, non-profit
and private sectors. It is also important for the City to hold its
collective “feet to the fire” to review successes and impediments
toward achieving the vision. To that end, the City should prepare a
bi-annual vision update and progress report, perhaps including
reconvening the Steering Committee to review and refine vision
elements and implementation strategies.
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Implementing the Vision
Envision Mount Dora is a guiding process and document that should
inform future decisions made by the City Council. Unlike a master plan
or regulating plan, the visioning study outlines principles of growth,
development and community character for each target area that will
acted upon and carried out through other mechanisms. The overarching
reality is that it will take time and money to accomplish the vision, and
most of its elements will be opportunity- and market-driven. So, the
City’s focus should be on creating the enabling policies and funding
complementary strategies that will serve as catalysts for those future
opportunities and private sector investments.
The first step is to revise and update the Comprehensive Plan and Land
Development Code. City staff will bring those recommendations to the
Planning & Zoning Board and City Council for consideration. The
second step is to define specific projects for funding in the City’s capital
budget, such as parking garage expansion, streetscaping, wayfinding and
other projects to implement the Trails and Parks Master Plans. In
addition, the City should look at options to create incentives, form

partnerships and pursue
grants that will help
achieve various aspects
of the Citywide Vision.
These types of strategies
may
include
tax
abatements over a period
of time for development
projects
that
help
achieve
the
vision.
Strategies should include
completing
a
joint
master plan with Lake
County
for
the
employment center in
time to position it for
development as the Wekiva Parkway transportation project is funded for
construction. In addition, the City should consider specific marketing
efforts targeted toward desired business and economic activity.

they are existing neighborhoods and commercial areas or emerging
places for future development.
This is a long-term vision that will occur through a combination of
public actions and private, or market-responsive, initiatives. However,
there are numerous elements of the vision that can be accomplished in
the near term that will serve as catalysts for desired private investment.
Some of these actions entail policy and code revisions, while others
involve capital projects like streetscaping, wayfinding and roadway
modifications. This is the community’s vision, intended to guide
discussions of the City’s appointed advisory boards and City Council to
address issues related to change in the built environment, economic
growth, neighborhood stability and lasting enjoyment of the City’s
unique natural setting. Every few years, the City should revisit the vision
and reflect on how well it is accomplishing it, and whether adjustments
are needed. This continuing process of forward thinking and self-aware
reflection is critical to keeping the vision alive as a guiding influence of
positive change in the community.

SUMMARY
Envision Mount Dora entailed a community-driven process to explore
how best to guide future development and preservation activities in the
City of Mount Dora. The vision articulated in the final report focuses
primarily on how key target areas and corridors – the historic downtown
and lakefront, Highland Street, the Golden Triangle shopping center
area, the Grandview Street redevelopment area, US 441, and the newer
areas north and east of US 441 – should evolve to best reflect the
community’s character and sense of place. In particular, the visioning
effort addressed key strategies to strengthen the community’s unique
assets, position the City for long-term sustainability, and reinforce the
values expressed through an extensive dialogue with citizens and local
business owners. It is through that dialogue that a vision emerged to
guide potential changes to the City’s Comprehensive Plan and Land
Development Code, as well as related capital improvement projects. The
vision clearly focuses on the importance of the downtown core and
lakefront as an essential element of the City’s special identity and longterm economic vitality; but these areas must be complemented in the
future by careful planning and support of the City’s other areas, whether
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A.

OVERVIEW

In March of 2011 the City embarked on a long range visioning process to help guide the future of policy and development for the City. This process,
named Envision Mount Dora involved hundreds of merchants, business and property owners, board and committee members, civic and fraternal
organizations, homeowners associations and neighborhood groups who participated in a variety of long range planning events designed to help guide
the future of the City.
A vision for the future of Mount Dora that transcends the status quo and has staying power beyond the short-term must be based on core values in the
community. Once identified, the vision statement and subsequent implementation (or action) steps must be aligned with these core values. These
values are not likely to change over the short-term and provide a good framework for guiding the community (government, citizens, businesses, and
other organizations) as it moves forward. The community values are the result of a thorough review of the City’s existing planning documents and
thoughtful conversations with a series of focus groups, the Steering Committee, the City Council, and citizens about what makes Mount Dora a
special place.
Along with these community values, focus group participants and interviewees also highlighted a number of challenges and opportunities facing the
City of Mount Dora. Summarized below, these challenges and opportunities also guided the development of scenarios and alternative solutions for
the visioning plan.
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1.

Challenges

The key challenges or issues facing Mount Dora reflect its unique character and position within the region. In many ways, the challenges are
the result of the City’s success over the last 10 to 15 years, and the transitions that have occurred in terms of overall growth and the changing
market in the downtown district. The economic recession has created financial challenges to accomplish capital projects and spur investment.
The following challenges were identified as consistent themes during the visioning process:
• The growth of commercial activity along US 441 is a potential concern for the City in terms of its unique character and the economic
vitality of its greatest asset – downtown. Participants expressed a desire to maintain and support small, locally-owned businesses and
provide a gateway into downtown from US 441.
• Competition from other cities in the region is a concern. Some cities, such as Tavares and Eustis, are working on their waterfront
areas to draw business, festivals and visitors, while other cities, such as Winter Garden, Sanford and DeLand, have undergone a
significant transformation to attract residents, new businesses and visitors. Participants were concerned that if Mount Dora does not
change and adapt, it will be left behind.
• Parking availability downtown is an area of concern, although most acknowledge it is largely a perception of parking limitations
during large events or inconvenient parking locations that aren’t highly visible or are at the top of a hill.
• Traffic flow and speeding are challenges to the character of Mount Dora, particularly on 5th Avenue and in the Northeast part of the
City.
• Maintenance is a key challenge for parks and recreation facilities. The City has developed and expanded quality facilities but is
facing the problem of adequate staff and resources to maintain what has been built.
2.

Opportunities
• The lakefront is an underutilized asset that could be an iconic destination that defines the City and attract residents and visitors alike.
• To most observers, Mount Dora is becoming a younger city and is becoming more diversified with year-round residents, families
with children, and part-time residents with vacation homes.
• The downtown area has a good interconnected street grid. There is an opportunity to improve street connectivity in targeted growth
areas, such as the employment center.
• The same street grid provides a number of access points into downtown. Promoting and expanding opportunities for bicycling,
walking and other non-auto forms of transportation could better connect various parts of the City to downtown.
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3.

Desired Outcomes and Measures

The following outcomes and measures for the Citywide Visioning Study were identified by focus group participants and interviewees:
• A unified plan that integrates the various existing plans for the City and creates a single master plan for the greater Mount Dora area
is essential to defining and connecting various areas of downtown and the City as a whole.
• Sustained leadership on key priorities over time is essential. Progress along defined indicators or targets must be measured.
• Maintain the sense of character and scale that defines the City today.
4.

Areas of Further Dialogue

The following issues were discussed at length by focus group participants and interviewees, indicating a need for continuing dialogue during
the visioning process and beyond.
• Viability and applicability of mixed use development in areas outside of downtown.
• Potential expansion of the downtown area given physical and land use characteristics.
• Desirability of increasing allowable building heights downtown.
• Opportunities to increase adequate parking that is convenient to destinations.
5.

Vision Statement and Themes

Through the visioning planning process a centralized vision statement was crafted by the stakeholders. The visions statement is the
framework for the strategic planning that follows. Below is the statement included in the Citywide Visioning Study Final Report:
"The long-range vision of the City of Mount Dora is to create a diverse, vibrant, and sustainable community featuring a thriving downtown in
conjunction with a more accessible and inviting lakefront, while respecting its historic character and small town charm, and serving as a
unique regional and local destination for both residents and visitors."
This implementation plan is intended to act as a companion to the Envision Mount Dora Citywide Vision Study. To provide context aspects
of the Envision Mount Dora plan have been incorporated into this plan to act as a stand-alone document.
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B.

IMPLEMENTATION PARAMETERS

The Citywide Visioning Study is intended to guide possible changes to the City’s Comprehensive Plan, Land Development Code and two CRA
Plans, which are the main City documents that address how development activity can occur in Mount Dora. There are a number of growth and
development-related challenges facing the City as it considers the future and how to best ensure that Mount Dora retains its unique small town charm
and historic character while prospering economically. Anticipating and meeting those challenges in a thoughtful and deliberative manner is the
essence of the visioning effort.
Fortunately several of the recommendations described in the Envision Mount Dora Plan will happen in the next year or two due to the fact that they
were previously programmed. However, there are budget constraints and competing needs that preclude undertaking major capital projects in the
near term. Furthermore, many of the recommendations are ultimately market-driven, based on decisions that will be made by the private sector,
whether to sell or develop property, redevelop a building, or invest in the area. Other changes are driven by state, regional or county funding, such as
completion of the planned Wekiva Parkway, widening of US 441 through the City, and modifications to Old US 441 from the western end of the City
into downtown. Conversion of the rail road corridor to a regional trail and greenway system will take several years. These are important projects that
require a central vision. Fortunately, several of the visioning projects have been on the "books" for years. The long range vision plan is what the
citizens have expressed are important to improve the quality of life and improve the physically environment for generations.
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C.

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AND LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE ISSUES

Major changes in the Comprehensive Plan and Land Development Code are not necessary to achieve the vision defined in the Envision Mount Dora
Plan. For the most part, the future land use, zoning and regulatory mechanisms are in place to support the vision. For instance, the City already
enables mixed use development in the downtown district and identified target areas, and has standards that encourage a pedestrian scale of
development. The City has recognized that roadway widening, apart from US 441, is not a preferred mobility strategy. Specific issues in need of
attention include, mixed use districts, building heights, parks and recreation, transportation, and capital projects.
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1.

Mixed Use

The City should consider establishing a new mixed use zoning district that would potentially apply to target redevelopment areas, such as the
Golden Triangle district and the area at the south end of Highland Street where the railroad intersects. The Comprehensive Plan currently has
no such future land use designation, and this would help guide the desired form of future development and redevelopment. The mixed use
designation can provide more flexibility and certainty for potential development in these areas, and the City can identify thresholds for
residential and non-residential use components, if desired. The mixed use district should have associated design standards as part of the Land
Development Code, which would encourage a pedestrian-oriented and multimodal site design, addressing parking maximums and location,
building orientation and characteristics, front and side setbacks, on-site multimodal facilities like bicycle parking, preferential spaces for
electric vehicles, etc.

2.

Building Height

Mount Dora should consider modifying its existing citywide 35 foot height limit in the downtown district and specific areas adjacent to the
district. While this limit helps maintain the small scale quaint “village feel” that many people value, it presents a critical constraint on the
ability of the downtown to sustain its long-term economic vitality.
Downtown Mount Dora should not be home to very tall buildings, and the market is not likely to be there in the future for multi-story
commercial office or medical buildings but the vision for additional residential development in and around the downtown core area cannot be
realized with the current height limit, and the potential for waterfront views offer an attractive opportunity for new investment in the City.
Therefore, a strategic and limited adjustment to this height limit appears warranted to promote new economic investment that would help City
residents realize a more diversified downtown. The City should consider increasing the height limit to 50-60 feet in areas such as:
1.

Pineapple Point

2.

The north side of the railroad tracks between Baker Street and Tremain Street

3.

The former Grower’s Cooperative site on South Highland Street

These areas represent potential market-driven opportunities for greater density of development and investment that could be key ingredients
toward helping downtown Mount Dora capitalize on its unique location and iconic image. The height limits should remain in place for all
other areas, with possible exception for the Golden Triangle district as part of the mixed use zoning designation.
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3.

Parks and Recreation

The City Council did not formally adopt the Parks and Recreation Master Plan, so its goals, objectives, policies and major recommendations
will need to be incorporated into the Comprehensive Plan as necessary. The vision calls for more equitable distribution of parks to serve the
growing east side of the City, and affirms the desire to improve connectivity between parks through a multimodal network of walkable and
bicycle-friendly streets. A downtown streetscape and wayfinding plan would complement the parks and recreation amenities within the City.

4.

Transportation

In terms of transportation, connectivity was emphasized throughout the Visioning process. To address transportation and connectivity issues,
the Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan must be updated. The City of Mount Dora seeks to create and maintain a street
network with a high level of connectivity in order to increase safety and provide multiple points of access and travel to destinations. A wellconnected transportation network offers a number of benefits to the City. Within specific districts, increased street connectivity, when
combined with other features, such as short block lengths, street trees, small building setbacks, sidewalks, bicycle facilities (as appropriate),
and on-street parking, can change the characteristics of the area to improve safety and walkability, making it a more desirable destination for
residents and visitors alike. These characteristics promote slower traffic and increased activity within the street corridor (such as walking,
bicycling, shopping, etc.). Increased connectivity can also lessen the need to widen roadways and increase visibility and economic
development opportunities through additional street frontage in these areas.
The overall vision indicates a desire for a more fully developed local street, sidewalk, bicycle and trail network to support accessibility and
mobility in and between the districts. This interconnected multimodal network accessing all areas of Mount Dora is intended to overcome
barriers, such as US 441, and encourage use of various modes of travel in and around the City. Currently, the downtown area has a wellconnected street network accompanied by sidewalks and urban form that provides numerous paths of travel and creates a walkable
environment.
Other areas of the City will require a more complete network of local and collector roadways that allows traffic to disperse among a series of
small roadways that are more conducive to walking and bicycling, rather than creating a need for more wide, high speed roadway corridors
for travel within the City. Combining these elements with the information provided in the Trails Master Plan will incorporate the various
issues that address connectivity in the community.
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5.

Capital Improvements

The City needs to incorporate near and mid-term projects into the Capital Improvements Element of the Comprehensive Plan, with near-term
financially feasible projects added to the annual Capital Improvements Program. During budget season, this continued advancement of
visioning project outcomes will go a long way toward keeping the vision fresh and showing a sense of accomplishment. In addition, the City
can use the vision as a basis for negotiating development agreements, with completion of specific projects called for in the vision a possible
component of development mitigation.

6.

Comprehensive Plan and Land Development Code Amendment Process

Ultimately, the Comprehensive Plan amendment should acknowledge and reference the visioning study in a formal way to provide sufficient
guidance for City staff, boards and elected officials. This is important as a means of guiding future development in an era of limited state
oversight and optional concurrency. The City can use the vision as a basis for negotiating development agreements, with completion of
specific projects called for in the vision a possible component of development mitigation. In addition, the City needs to incorporate near and
mid-term projects into the Capital Improvements Element of the Comprehensive Plan, with near-term financially feasible projects added to
the annual Capital Improvements Program. During budget season, this continued advancement of visioning project outcomes will go a long
way toward keeping the vision fresh and showing a sense of accomplishment.
Based upon the recent changes to Chapter 163 F.S. and Rule 9J-5 F.A.C. the Comprehensive Planning process has been drastically revised.
There are still requirements for comprehensive plans, however the driving force behind the planning process is now locally based rather than
based upon a state mandated process. The Envision Mount Dora plan will serve as the basis for making the appropriate amendments to the
Comprehensive Plan.
The Comprehensive Plan revision will take approximately one year. The plan will be revised to include the findings of the Envision Mount
Dora Plan as enumerated above as well as select portions of the Parks and Recreation and Trails Master Plans. Staff will prepare the revised
plan and present it to the Planning and Zoning Commission who sit as the Local Planning Agency for review of policy related items. At this
public hearing, input will be taken and the Commission will make recommendations to the City Council. The City Council will then hold a
public hearing on the plan to consider the recommendations from the Local Planning Agency and the public. The plan is then transmitted to
various regulatory agencies of the state for review and comment. Following the State review, comments will be submitted to the City. Based
upon these comments, the Council at an additional public hearing can choose to adopt the plan as proposed or adopt with changes the plan.
The adopted plan is then sent back to the State (Department of Economic Opportunity) for a compliance determination.
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Following the adoption of the revised Comprehensive Plan, the Land Development Code must be revised to be consistent with and implement
the policies of the Comprehensive Plan. It will take approximately another year to revise the Land Development Code. It is unlikely that the
entire code will require revision based upon the Comprehensive Plan however the sections that are to be revised will be processed as normal
ordinances. Under this process an ordinance is prepared and presented to the Planning and Zoning Commission at a public hearing. The
Commission makes a recommendation to the City Council. The Council then holds two public hearings to adopt the ordinance.
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D.

ACTIVITY CENTERS

As the Envision Mount Dora plan was developed input from the public through the Steering Committee and focus groups indicated a commonality in
physical areas of the City that were in need of attention. These areas were termed activity centers and a majority of the recommended policy and
projects were directed toward these areas. The sections below describe these centers and the associated actions from the Envision Mount Dora Plan.

DOWNTOWN
LAKEFRONT
GOLDEN TRIANGLE
HIGHLAND STREET
GRANDVIEW STREET
EMPLOYMENT CENTER
U.S. 441 CORRIDOR
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1.

DOWNTOWN

The downtown is the heart of Mount Dora and the area where the majority of community interest has been centered during the course of this
planning project. Its preservation and revitalization of its economy are top priorities among residents and therefore it plays the most
important role in the Citywide Vision. The intent is to strengthen the area as the primary focal point and draw for the City, both improving
the opportunities it provides in the daily life of residents and expanding the wide variety of activities it offers to visitors as a travel
destination.
The strongest near-term potential for economic growth is attracting “destination” trips to downtown, those generally in the 30 minutes or
longer travel time profile. This means strengthening Mount Dora’s unique identity and draw, creating more diverse destinations for the
downtown and greater connections to the lakefront. Longer term, additional compatible residential development in the downtown area will
help support demand for future locally-oriented commercial uses, such as specialty grocery, hardware, and similar types of stores. The vision
is to make selected physical changes in the existing roadway network, parking locations, and undeveloped parcels to extend and enhance the
connections downtown for pedestrians and bicyclists, as well as those who drive to the area that would help spur longer and more frequent
visits to the downtown for both residents and tourists.
The character, scale, and historic value of the downtown should not only be preserved, but enhanced where possible. As the core of the
community, the downtown should be well connected, by multiple means of mobility, to all other parts of the City. The downtown has a
unique relationship with the lakefront and the connection between the two should be strengthened, both visually and physically, wherever
possible.

a.

Vision and Projects

The City’s success has always hinged on the historic downtown area. While the composition of the area has changed over the past
decade, its role as the focal point of the community has remained the same. Every effort should be made to promote the downtown, as
well as adjacent lakefront area, as a destination for weekend getaways, meeting location for both professional groups and the creative
community, and provider of a series of varied special events throughout the year. It should also be an area that supports the needs of
the local community and becomes a familiar part of the local neighborhood fabric. Pedestrian friendly design and walkability was the
main theme relating to the downtown in the Visioning process.
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•

Pedestrian Mall
One potential scenario that was explored during the community charrette was the conversion of 4th Avenue to a pedestrian
mall from Donnelly Street to McDonald Street. This project is important to increase the visual and physical ties between the
downtown and lakefront and provide pedestrian space for greater accessibility. The conversion of space from vehicular use to
pedestrian space will not only promote walkability and increase visibility of adjacent shop fronts, but it will create room to
hold special outdoor events. The north/south cross roads would be kept open to facilitate street connectivity and allow access
for emergency vehicles.

•

Parking
Another way to increase walkability within the downtown is to provide parking facilities at key locations entering the
downtown area. When teamed with a coordinated wayfinding program and potential shuttle service, this will get travelers out
of their vehicle sooner and on foot exploring the downtown. It will also minimize the amount of traffic circling the core streets
of downtown looking for a single destination and concentrating solely on parking adjacent to that location. These parking
areas will not only help spread out the traffic throughout the downtown area, but will allow quicker ingress and egress during
special events.

•

Donnelly Street
The City is also working on plans to reconfigure Donnelly Street between E. 4th and 5th Avenues. The plan calls for the
removal of the angle parking on the east side of the street, with that depth being taken up by widening the sidewalks on either
side of the street. The increased sidewalk width will allow greater pedestrian accessibility to storefronts, provide opportunities
for outdoor seating, and provide a transition into the proposed 4th Avenue pedestrian mall.

The following table describes projects, time frames, and associated planning level preliminary costs for potential improvements in the
Downtown area. These projects represent the different options and scenarios that were explored during the community charrette by
designers, presented to and discussed with the community during charrette public sessions, and revised based on community
comments and direction. The projects delineated below constitute the near term projects from the Vision Plan. These projects were
anticipated to be funded in the two to seven year time frame. As some of these projects were being contemplated prior to the
visioning process, time frames have been accelerated slightly.
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DOWNTOWN
PROJECT
Downtown
Streetscape
Fourth Avenue
Pedestrian Mall

2012
30% Design Documents
Project Prioritization
Construction Drawings
for Priority Project
Cost - $70,000

Construction
Drawings For Next
Priority Project
Cost – $20,000

ChildsPark
Enhanced
Wayfinding
Connect/Expand
Parking Garage and
Tremain Street
Parking Lot

2013
Fourth Avenue
Pedestrian Mall and
Childs Park
Cost - $400,000

Complete Concept
Drawings
Property Acquisition

2014
Construction On
Priority Project/
Cost - $150,000

2015
Construction On
Priority Project
Cost - $150,000

2016
Construction On
Priority Project/
Cost - $150,000

Construction
Drawings For Next
Priority Project
Cost $20,000

Construction
Drawings For Next
Priority Project
Cost $20,000

Construction
drawings For Next
Priority Project
Cost $20,000

Construct
Connection
Additional Parking
Cost - $1,000,000

Construction Drawings
Cost – Design - $60,000
Property Acquisition
$250,000
Donnelly Street
Streetscape

Final Design
/Construction Drawings
Cost – $66,000

Construct Based
Upon DOT Grant
Funding

Construct Based
Upon DOT Funding

Construct Based
Upon DOT Funding

Construct Based
Upon DOT Funding
Cost - $500,000

Tremain Street
Greenway

Final Design
/Construction Drawings
Cost –$ 45,000

Construct Based
Upon DOT Grant
Funding

Construct Based
Upon DOT Funding

Construct Based
Upon DOT Funding

Construct Based
Upon DOT Funding
Cost – $600,000

Total Cost

$491,000

$1,420,000

$170,000

$170,000

$1,270,000
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b.

Implementation

Implementation of the above referenced capital projects involves following standard municipal design construction practice. These
projects are all within the Downtown Community Redevelopment District and as such it is anticipated that they will be partially
funded with CRA revenue. This being the case, each project will be reviewed and approved by the CRA Advisory Committee and
City Council sitting as the CRA Board at a public hearing. Public hearings are typically held at design contract approval, at the
completion of the conceptual plans (typically 30% construction plans) and occasionally at 90% construction plans (depending upon
the extent of the changes recommended at the conceptual plan stage) prior to going out to bid on a project. This provides adequate
time for the public to be informed on progress on the projects and allows input into the design to ensure that any unforeseen issues are
addressed through the process.
Due to the fact that the downtown streetscape and other improvements will necessitate a multi-year construction schedule, staff is
investigating the use of a Construction Manager at Risk to expedite the process. In this process, the City would issue an RFQ for a
construction manager. Qualified firms would submit and the most qualified chosen. The construction manager chosen would ideally
be a contractor with experience in working in a confined work spaces in busy downtown areas. The concept is to have the contractor
on board early in the process to work with the City and design team to review plans and specifications prior to final approval. This
ensures that any issues that can be foreseen from a constructability standpoint are addressed prior to finalizing the plans.
When plans are completed, the construction manager will provide the City with a guaranteed maximum price to complete the project.
This puts the contractor “at risk” to complete the project on budget. The City can also incentivize the contractor to find cost savings
during the project. Typically if the contractor can find a cost savings during the project, they will be credited a portion of the savings
with the City receiving the remainder of the reduced cost. Another benefit of the Construction Manager at Risk for a multi-year
project is that the contractor becomes more familiar with the area and can more easily anticipate problems or constructability issues.
The contractor also becomes more familiar with the business and property owners in the area and can be more responsive and
anticipate issues before they arise. This also improves communication and business relationships during construction.
It should be noted that having a Construction Manager at Risk does not eliminate changes to a contract price. Having the contractor
on board during the design phase certainly reduces the risk for changes, however, working in a confined area of the City with limited
knowledge of exact underground utilities will always pose a risk that an unforeseen problem may arise that must be addressed
through a change. However, even in these cases, the relationship that is built between designer, contractor and City will often reduce
any down time while addressing the change thus minimizing the potential cost.
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2. LAKEFRONT
The Lake Dora waterfront is Mount Dora’s expansive public realm and natural beauty. Stretching from Palm Island Park, Gilbert Park, and
Grantham Point on the south to Simpson Cove, Evans Park and Pineapple Point to the City docks at the end of E. 4th Avenue, it offers
multiple recreation opportunities both along and on the water and a vast array of environmental resources that appeal to a variety of users.
a.

Vision and Projects

The lakefront is the most recognized feature of Mount Dora and provides the memorable setting that helps define the scenic charm and
setting of the City. Although there are plenty of opportunities for interaction along the length of the lakefront, most residents feel that
Lake Dora is an underutilized asset in the community. Next to the downtown, the lakefront is the area that residents have designated
as the highest priority for future projects. The preservation and enhancement of its environmental and recreational qualities play an
important role in the Citywide vision. The intent is to strengthen the connections with downtown, making the lakefront a focal point
and destination that will draw both residents and visitors alike to a variety of activities both along the shores and on the water.
•

Pineapple Point
A concept that has been discussed at length during the Citywide Visioning Study is the development of Pineapple Point, a treecovered site between the Lakeside Inn and Evans Park along Edgerton Court. It was continually listed as a top potential
catalyst project in focus group and community meetings, and in web site questionnaires. The first charrette concept for
Pineapple Point included mixed use retail and a museum along the lakefront. This concept was not well-received at the pin-up
session with participants saying that the concept did not give the highest and best use for the property. A revised concept that
included restaurant and retail uses along the waterfront with parking areas worked in among the existing vegetation and tree
canopy was also developed. An addition to the Lakeside Inn site was also proposed that would complement the lakefront
development and tie the two areas together. This concept was better received than the first one, but still not well-received at
the public pin-up sessions. Based upon this an alternative was developed. This concept contemplates development of
Pineapple Point into a mixed use destination that becomes the central focal point of the lakefront. An iconic element could be
located at the end of Donnelly Street, connecting the lakefront to the downtown and drawing people to the water from the
urban core. This location will also provide public access to the water along a boardwalk that will contain docking berths to
allow people to come to the area from other parts of the lake. As in the earlier concept plan, a mixed use block is proposed
north of Charles Avenue.
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•

Charles Avenue
Another option discussed during the charrette was the closing of Charles Avenue from North Donnelly Street to North Tremain
Street to vehicular traffic; with the exception that access to the Mount Dora Boating Center would be maintained. Charles
Avenue will become a linear green space that connects Simpson Cove with Pineapple Point and provides neighborhood
connections to downtown and lakefront areas. The southeast corner of Charles and Donnelly Street could be tiered into an
amphitheater with grassed and walled seating that overlooks the Lawn Bowling Club.

The following table describes projects, time frames, and associated planning level preliminary costs for potential improvements in the
Lakefront area. These projects represent the different options and scenarios that were explored and discussed during the community
charrette by both designers and the public.

LAKEFRONT
PROJECT

2012

2013

Splash Park
Covered Pavilion at
4th Avenue Docks

Final Design
Construction
Cost - $520,000

Pedestrian
Improvements From
Downtown to 4th
Avenue Docks

To Be included In
Downtown Streetscape*

Charles Avenue
Linear Park
Public Boardwalk
Promenade Pineapple
Point/Evans Park
Total Cost

Coordinate With
Pineapple Point
Owners
$520,000

2014

2015

2016

Preliminary Design
Cost - $5,000

Construction Plans
Cost – $10,000

Construction
Cost – $150,000

Preliminary Design
Cost - $50,000

Construction Plans
Cost – $100,000

Construction
Cost - $1,500,000

Preliminary Design
Cost - $15,000

Construction Plans
Cost - $30,000

Construction
Cost - $300,000

$70,000

$140,000

$1,950,000
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* See Downtown Costs

b.

Implementation

Implementation of the covered pavilions at the 4th Avenue docks and pedestrian improvements to access the docks is underway. The
access will be addressed in the downtown streetscape improvements design project that is being coordinated through the Planning and
Development Department as discussed in the Downtown section above. As directed by the City Council, the 4th Avenue docks were
widened to accommodate better pedestrian access and covered pavilions were added to the end of the structure. The Parks and
Recreation Department is coordinating final design and construction for this project.
The splash park and Charles Avenue Linear park are more ambitious projects. It is likely that a splash park or interactive fountain
would be included in the Charles Avenue linear park project. The splash park or interactive fountain would add a feature to the
lakefront park system and be accessible from the downtown area and future regional trail system. These projects will be coordinated
through the Parks and Recreation Department.
Initially a design firm will be selected to work on conceptual designs for the park. The Parks and Recreation Advisory Committee
would hold public meetings and workshops as necessary to review the plans and make recommendations to the City Council on layout
and amenities. Following their review, the City Council would consider the conceptual plans at a public hearing or workshop as
deemed necessary and provide guidance based upon the public input to the design team to move to construction plans. The final plans
would then be reviewed by the Parks and Recreation Advisory Committee and City Council at Public meetings prior to being put out
for construction bids.
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3. GOLDEN TRIANGLE
The Golden Triangle area marks the western entry to the City along Old US 441/19A and Eudora Road, which was the primary route from
Tavares and Leesburg into Mount Dora before US 441 was constructed and traffic was re-routed away from the urban core. Dated strip
shopping centers sit on either side of Old 441 east of the Eudora Road intersection. Although an outparcel building along Old US 441 has
been successfully redeveloped into a technical school and there are a couple of long-standing restaurants, the building space is generally
underutilized.
a.

Vision and Projects

The intent for the Golden Triangle is to revitalize the area as a neighborhood focal point and re-establish its importance as a gateway
for traffic coming into the City from the west. The Vision centers on redevelopment of the two existing shopping centers into
employment-based mixed use centers with supportive retail, civic, and educational activities, as well as public open spaces. The
roadway transition from a rural context to an urban context along Old US 441 will begin with a reconfiguration of the intersection
with Eudora Road into a “roundabout” junction that simplifies the existing configuration that contains skewed roadway approaches. A
“roundabout” is a circular roadway where traffic moves in one direction around a central island. From that intersection east to
approximately Greenway Drive, Old US 441 will be transformed into a boulevard roadway section with a landscaped median,
sidewalks, and “complete streets” enhancements, including bicycle lanes that continue west towards downtown. The vision also calls
for an intermodal hub to be located in this area that would integrate passenger transit and other forms of travel and provide
connections with the downtown and lakefront areas. In conjunction with this, a separate shared use path will be created along the
railroad right-of-way that provides a connection to the downtown along the lakefront.
The following table describes projects, time frames, and associated planning level preliminary costs for potential improvements in the
Golden Triangle area. These projects represent the different options and scenarios that were explored and discussed during the
community charrette by both designers and the public.
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GOLDEN TRIANGLE
PROJECT
Create Boulevard On
Old US 441

2012
Contact Lake
County To Discuss
Options Regarding
ROW
Improvements

2013

Modify Intersection
Of Eudora Road
Old 441
CR 19A For
Roundabout

Work With The
MPO To Accelerate
Roundabout Design
Through DOT

Pursue Funding For
Design Through
DOT Grant

Primary
Gateway
Monumentation

Hire Consultant To
Prepare Conceptual
Plans For Primary
And Secondary
Gateway
Monumentation
Cost - $10,000

Prepare Construction
Plans for gateway
Monumentation
Cost – $25,000

Enhanced
Wayfinding
System

Hire Consultant To
Prepare Plan For
Wayfinding System
Cost – $10,000

Total

$20,000

Based Upon The Design Of
The Wayfinding System
Either Begin Fabrication
And Installation In House
Or Hire Contractor To
Install Wayfinding System
Cost – $100,000 Citywide
$125,000

2014
Conduct
Preliminary
Design
Engineering For
Project
Cost - $20,000
Prepare
Construction
Drawings With
DOT Grant

2015
Final Construction
Plans
Cost – $31,000

2016
Begin Construction
Cost – $340,000

Pursue Funding
For Construction
Through DOT
Grant

Pursue Funding
For Construction
Through DOT
Cost - $250,000

Construct 5
Primary Gateways
Cost – $125,000

Construct 7
Secondary
Gateways $105,000

$145,000

$136,000

$590,000
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b.

Implementation

The Golden Triangle Shopping Center District has been an area of concern for several years. The vision plan calls for reevaluation of
development standards in the area to provide more flexibility in the code requirements and a greater intensity of development on the
parcels. This will be addressed through the update of the Comprehensive Plan and Land Development Code as discussed previously.
•

Old U.S. 441 Boulevard

The creation of a boulevard from Eudora Road to Greenway Drive would first involve discussions with Lake County as this
road is under the control and jurisdiction of the County. It is anticipated that the County will have no objection to the
improvements with the condition that the City is willing to take over maintenance of the right-of-way.
Following these discussions and agreement on maintenance responsibilities preliminary design would take place. The
preliminary design would be presented to the City Council at a public hearing or workshop to provide input on the design.
Following approval of the preliminary design, the design team would prepare construction drawings. Any significant changes
would be presented to City Council at a public hearing for input and consideration prior to going out to bid.
•

Roundabout

The reconfiguration of the intersection of Eudora Road, Old 441 and CR 19A into roundabout was approved by the City
Council approximately 5 years ago as part of the preliminary engineering study of the Old 441 corridor. Due to a lack of
funding the project has not proceeded past the conceptual design phase. The project is currently on the Metropolitan Planning
Organization’s (MPO) List of Project Priorities which will allow eventual funding by the DOT. It is recommended that City
work with the MPO to move this project up the list of priorities to achieve funding of the final design plans. Following
completion of the final design plans, construction funding can be pursued through the DOT. The initial plans for this roadway
project were coordinated through the Public Works Department. It is anticipated that as the project moves to final design and
construction the Public Works Department will manage the project to improve the old U.S. 441 corridor.
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•

Gateway

To implement a gateway monumentation and wayfinding system the first step will be to engage the services of a design team
to coordinate the two projects on a citywide basis. It is important that there be a consistency between the gateway
monumentation and the wayfinding to reinforce the common theme of arrival and uniform guidance to the primary focal point
of the City which is the downtown and lakefront area. This can be completed by bringing the design team on Board in 2012
and having the project completed by 2013.
As with the other projects mentioned above hearings and/or workshops will be scheduled to evaluate preliminary and final
design for the gateway monumentation and wayfinding to allow for public and City Council input.
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4.

HIGHLAND STREET

Highland Street is a corridor with a mix of residential, neighborhood commercial, light industry and warehouse uses. It is anchored at the
north end by the high school. Highland Street serves as a primary gateway into Mount Dora for drivers entering the City, coming to Highland
from US 441 on the south and coming to Highland from SR 46 and 1st Avenue from the east. Although redevelopment has been actively
pursued in this area, there are still vacant and underutilized sites along the street frontage.
Highland Street serves as a transition from the gateway areas to the downtown and lakefront and the corridor should reinforce that travel route
for visitors. The area also needs to pursue development activity that revitalizes, defines, and unifies the neighborhood.
a.

Vision and Projects

Highland Street is an important component of the Citywide Vision as one of the key gateways into Mount Dora and as an
underutilized community asset. The intent is to unify the area as an important neighborhood focal point and distinct destination but
also provide improved connections to the adjacent downtown core. The vision specifies different projects and treatments for the north
and south portions of Highland Street, with 1st Avenue being the delineation between the two.

•

North Highland Street

The North Highland Street vision centers on neighborhood-supportive retail and professional office, as well as public open
space amenities to define intersections and reinforce the travel route from gateways towards downtown. North Highland Street
intersections at both 1st Avenue and 5th Avenue are key areas that will continue to evolve as hubs of redevelopment activity.
Open space and wayfinding elements will be located at each of these intersections to help reinforce the travel path towards
downtown for visitors.

•

South Highland Street

The South Highland Street vision centers on development of a mixed use creative village adjacent to the railroad line north of
Robie Avenue that creates a gateway into the City. Development on either side of the existing overpass will signify arrival
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into a unique area and promote a visual “sense of place”. Expansion and connection of existing light industrial uses to the
Highland Street corridor will also be encouraged.
The “complete streets” enhancements such as street trees, benches, lighting, and crosswalks that have been installed on North
Highland Street will be continued to South Highland Street to create a distinct and unified look to the corridor, improve
livability and safety for residents, and provide improved accessibility for people who walk or bicycle.

The following table describes projects, time frames, and associated planning level preliminary costs for potential
improvements in the Highland Street area. These projects represent the different options and scenarios that were explored and
discussed during the community charrette by both designers and the public.

HIGHLAND STREET
PROJECT

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Coordinate With
Lake County
Regarding
Permitting And
Maintenance
Responsibility

Bid And Construct
Phase 2
Improvements
Cost - $750,000

Primary Gateway
Monumentation*
Enhanced Wayfinding
System*
Streetscape
Improvements

Total

$750,000

* See Golden Triangle Section
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b.

Implementation

The implementation of the wayfinding and gateway monumentation will be citywide as described previously.
In terms of public sector investment, Highland Street Phase 2 is the only project slated for the near term along the corridor. This
project is designed and ready for bidding. The improvements mirror the newly completed project from 1st to 5th Avenues.
Coordination would be required with Lake County, as they have jurisdiction over the right-of-way. It is anticipated that an interlocal
agreement will be required similar to Highland Street Phase 1 which will require the City to maintain the improvements constructed
within the right-of-way.
The remaining issues that relate to Highland Street from the Envision Mount Dora plan are development policy or private sector
oriented. The policy issues will be addressed within the update of the Comprehensive plan and Land Development Code. Based
upon proposed infrastructure improvements and policy change, it is anticipated that private sector investment will increase.
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5.

GRANDVIEW STREET

North Grandview Street between 11th Avenue and Limit Avenue, is a neighborhood corridor with a mix of residential and neighborhood
commercial uses, as well as some small citrus plots. This is part of a primary gateway into Mount Dora for drivers entering the City from
Limit or Lincoln Avenues from US 441 to the east. Although redevelopment has been actively pursued in this area, there are still vacant and
underutilized sites along the street. Redevelopment has been slowed in this area by small lot sizes that do not allow conformity to current
regulatory requirements.
North Grandview Street serves as a transition from the gateway areas to the downtown and lakefront and the corridor should reinforce that
travel route for visitors. The area also needs to pursue development activity that revitalizes, defines, and unifies the neighborhood.

a.

Vision and Projects

The Northeast Community Redevelopment Area plays an important role in the Citywide vision as one of the two designated
redevelopment areas in Mount Dora. The intent is to strengthen the area as an important neighborhood focal point and unique part of
the community’s identity. The vision centers on North Grandview Street, and its role for neighborhood-supporting retail, civic, and
educational activities, as well as public open space amenities to create a community destination. The intersection of Lincoln Avenue
and North Grandview Street will continue to evolve as the social and economic hub of the redevelopment area. The design approach
is to support neighborhood-scale infill and redevelopment near this intersection.
An additional goal is to foster improved street connectivity, helping to link US 441 into the Northeast CRA and enhancing the
connections between the northeast area and downtown. This will entail enhancements to both Lincoln Avenue and Limit Avenue to
improve livability and safety along these roadways by adding “complete streets” features, such as wide sidewalks, shade trees,
crosswalks, lighting where necessary, and bicycle facilities and treatments. Both roadways serve as important gateways into the City
and the redevelopment area, and should be redesigned to encourage slower traffic and improved accessibility for people who walk,
bicycle or ride transit. This would improve connectivity to the planned Tremain Street Greenway, as well as North Donnelly Street,
along with enhanced access to parks, schools, and retail locations in the area.
The vision also calls for an extension of North Grandview Street beyond Limit Avenue to US 441 with a design that enhances the
visual attractiveness of the community through a linear open space and tree-lined corridor along the two-lane roadway extension. This
extension will be done as property in the area starts to develop. This gateway would provide another draw into the Northeast CRA to
support infill and redevelopment as appropriate near the Lincoln/Grandview intersection. The goal is to preserve open space and
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provide a buffer from anticipated commercial development north of Limit Avenue fronting US 441. Improved wayfinding, cultural
signage treatments, and enhanced streetscaping are also key elements of the North Grandview Street/Northeast CRA vision.
The following table describes projects, time frames, and associated planning level preliminary costs for potential improvements in the
Grandview Street area. These projects represent the different options and scenarios that were explored and discussed during the
community charrette by both designers and the public.
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GRANDVIEW STREET
PROJECT

2012

Lincoln Avenue Improvements

2013

2014

2015

2016

Continue To
Fund New
Sidewalk
Construction
Program
Cost - $20,000

Continue To
Fund New
Sidewalk
Construction
Program
Cost - $20,000

Continue To
Fund New
Sidewalk
Construction
Program
Cost - $20,000

$20,000

$20,000

$20,000

Construct
Streetscape
Improvements
With Lincoln
Avenue Trail
With DOT Grant
Cost - $600,000

Streetscape Improvements

Enhanced Wayfinding Program
Secondary Gateway
Monumentation*
Sidewalks (New And Repair)

Continue To
Fund New
Sidewalk
Construction
Program
Cost - $20,000

Continue To
Fund New
Sidewalk
Construction
Program
Cost - $20,000

Acquire Property For
Commercial Redevelopment

Continue To
Work With
Property
Owners To
Acquire
Property
Cost – $150,000

Following
Acquisition
Develop
Preliminary Site
Plan And Market
To Potential
Investors
Cost - $50,000

Total

$170,000

$670,000

*See Golden Triangle Section
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b.

Implementation

The implementation of the wayfinding and gateway monumentation will be citywide as described previously.
•
Lincoln Avenue Multi Use Trail
The Lincoln Avenue Trail improvements are funded through a DOT grant scheduled to be distributed in 2014. This project is
designed and will be constructed provided funding becomes available.
•

Commercial Redevelopment

In order to achieve a more comprehensive and meaningful redevelopment of the commercial core along Grandview Street, it
will be necessary to acquire and assemble properties. The current size and configuration of the lots along Grandview Street do
not lend themselves to commercial redevelopment. The City has contacted property owners along Grandview Street to gauge
their interest in selling their property to the City to enhance the redevelopment possibilities for the area. If the City is
successful in acquiring the property, it will enable an assemblage of the parcels into a more developable property.
Following acquisition, City would attempt to market the property for private sector development. Being the property owner,
the City could make it more attractive for private investment to develop the property via long term lease agreements or
favorable financing methods. Additionally, the City could have a preliminary site plan prepared for the property to show the
development potential of the property and reduce the expenses for a potential buyer. This is similar to what was done with a
property that was purchased on Donnelly Street to remove a blighted condition. Again the City would have the ability to
negotiate favorable sales or lease terms to further the redevelopment efforts in the area. If a structure were built it could be
used as an incubator site for new businesses. This is a longer term approach and would be outside the 5 year capital plan
contemplated in this implementation plan.
Implementation of this project would require numerous meetings of the NECRA Advisory Committee and City Council sitting
as the NECRA Board.
•

Sidewalks and Multi Use Trails

The City should continue to fund the sidewalk construction program to ensure that sidewalks are provided where most needed
with an emphasis on connecting activity centers in the neighborhood including schools and parks.
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6. EMPLOYMENT CENTER
The employment center, while not designed at this time, is projected to be located along SR 46 near its intersection with the proposed Wekiva
Parkway.
The employment center area, largely undeveloped at this time, contains several features such as environmental areas, topography, and citrus
groves that should be incorporated into the design of the center. It needs to provide connectivity to different parts of Mount Dora to create
jobs-to-housing linkage.
a.

Vision and Projects

The intent of the employment center is to create job and educational facilities within the community, thus providing additional
opportunities to retain the local work force. The Wekiva Parkway (when completed) will become a primary travel route into Mount
Dora and the Wekiva Parkway/SR 46 intersection thus becomes a new eastern gateway into Mount Dora. The vision centers on an
employment complex around this hub that is easily accessible from the major roadways, but is also integrated into an enhanced local
street network. The complex will combine a first-class business environment with a campus style setting that respects and enhances
the natural environment and the site.
The following table describes projects, time frames, and associated planning level preliminary costs for potential improvements in the
Employment Center area. These projects represent the different options and scenarios that were explored and discussed during the
community charrette by both designers and the public.

Table on Next Page
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EMPLOYMENT CENTER
PROJECT

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Master Plan
Development

Work With Lake
County To Fund
Master Plan

Complete Master
Plan

Market Area
For Development

Market Area
For Development

Market Area
For Development

Issue RFQ For Project

Acquire Utility
Easements for
Eastern Service
Area Utility
Extensions

Begin Master
Planning Process
Cost – $100,000
Fund Easement
Acquisition
Cost - $1,000,000

Provide Master Plan
Elements To
Regional
Economic
Development
Agencies

Construct Eastern
Water Treatment
Plant

Complete Design
And Permitting
Cost - $20,000

Bid And Begin
Construction
Cost – $5,000,000

Cost

$1,120,000

$5,000,000

Complete
Construction
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b.

Implementation

The process of design and permitting of the Eastern Water Treatment Plant is well underway. The construction plans are nearly
complete and test wells are being drilled to determine water quality. Following water quality testing, DEP permits will be submitted.
It is anticipated that the project will be bid late this fiscal year or early in FY 2013. Construction should take approximately 18
months.
In order to move forward on the proposed employment center area, a master plan must be developed. This analysis will entail three
primary components. The first will be a detailed economic analysis. The economic analysis should include: 1) An overview of
significant transportation I improvements; 2) Evaluation of regional growth and trends; 3) Examination of markets and submarkets ; 4)
Growth of key industry sectors in the region; 5) Mount Dora’s position in the regional economic dynamic and opportunities for focus
of non-residential growth.
Based upon the economic analysis a conceptual master plan would be developed to provide a visual and marketable perspective on the
area. This is a key component of the process that was made evident during meetings with local and regional economic development
professionals in the spring of 2011. At this meeting it was expressed that if we desired employment growth in the area, we must
provide local, regional and State economic development agencies with materials that show the development concept and uses in the
context of the employment center area. The conceptual plan and renderings would be a major part of the marketing materials that
would comprise the third phase of the project.
Based upon the first two phases, a marketing plan and material would be developed to distribute to the economic development
agencies representing our area. They would use this marketing package to individuals seeking information on relocating businesses to
the Central Florida region.
In order to move forward with this project, an agreement must be reached with Lake County regarding joint funding of the project.
The employment center area is currently within unincorporated Lake County. Lake County Economic Development staff has
indicated a willingness to share in the cost of the master plan. If this is the case, an interlocal agreement must be adopted to establish
jurisdictional responsibility and funding protocol. Following adoption of the agreement, a Request for Qualifications will be
distributed and qualified firms will be ranked for acceptance by the City Council and Board of County Commissioners.
The time frame for the development of the plan will be 9-12 months.
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7.

U.S. 441 CORRIDOR

The US 441 corridor provides the entry portal into Mount Dora for a majority of travelers. The corridor generally contains typical highway
commercial uses and higher density multi-family residential development representative of most regional roadways in central Florida. Large
portions adjacent to the highway are still undeveloped or underutilized.
The US 441 corridor, as a primary gateway into the City, needs to provide a good “first impression” for visitors. Although it contains larger
scale development, it should still complement the style associated with Mount Dora, both in the buildings and in the outdoor areas.
a.

Vision and Projects

The US 441 corridor is the primary entryway into Mount Dora and the first impression that visitors often have as they come into the
area. The intent is to enhance the visual “sense of arrival”, establish the identity and style of the City, and in coordination with the
wayfinding program, direct people towards the downtown and lakefront destinations. The vision centers on three primary features.
First, gateway elements will be established at key intersections as described elsewhere in this document. Second, pedestrian
improvements such as enhanced crosswalks will be developed at intersections to highlight non-motorized users and promote safe
crossing for bicycles and walkers. Third, a parallel roadway system will be developed along U.S. 441. Buildings will front on these
roadways instead of the highway, drawing local users off US 441 and spreading out overall traffic loads. By pulling the buildings
away from the highway frontage and hiding parking in the middle of the site, additional canopy tree buffers can be added along the US
441 right-of-way, creating a green canopy that helps preserve the unique character of the City and helping announce arrival into the
Mount Dora area.
The US 441/Donnelly Street intersection is a key gateway into Mount Dora. In addition to the gateway element and pedestrian
improvements, shared lane markings will be added from this intersection into the downtown area to increase awareness of sharing the
road with bicyclists and encourage bicycle ridership.
The US 441/1st Avenue intersection is also a key gateway into the City. In addition to the gateway element improvements, the road
cross section should be altered to allow installation of a bicycle lane to Highland Street. Along this same stretch of road, streetscape
enhancements will be added that will essentially extend the Highland Street district and reinforce travel direction towards the
downtown.
The following table describes projects, time frames, and associated planning level preliminary costs for potential improvements in the
US 441 Corridor. These projects represent the different options and scenarios that were explored and discussed during the community
charrette by both designers and the public.
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U.S. 441 CORRIDOR
PROJECT
Primary And Secondary
Gateway
Monumentation*

2012

First Avenue Right Of
Way Improvements

Total

2013

2014

2015

2016

Contact Lake County
To Discuss Options
Regarding ROW
Improvements

Conduct
Preliminary Design
Engineering For
Project
Cost – $30,000

Final Construction
Plans
Cost – $70,000

Begin Construction
Cost – $1,000,000

$30,000

$70,000

$1,000,000

*See Golden Triangle Section
b.

Implementation

As stated above, to implement a gateway monumentation and wayfinding system the first step will be to engage the services of a
design team to coordinate the two projects on a citywide basis. It is important that there be a consistency between the gateway
monumentation and the wayfinding to reinforce the common theme of arrival and uniform guidance to the primary focal point of the
City which is the downtown and lakefront area. This can be completed by bringing the design team on Board in 2012 and having the
project completed by 2013.
The First Avenue right-of-way improvements would be coordinated identically to the Highland Street and Old 441 improvements.
The first step would to be to enter into an agreement with Lake County to allow the City to make improvements within their right-ofway. It is likely that the City will be required to maintain all improvements proposed. The City would then coordinate the design and
public involvement plan. Thirty percent plans would be presented to the City Council at a public hearing. Based upon the input at the
hearing, design would progress to 90%. Based upon the level of input at the 30%plan review, an optional hearing could take place
prior to finalizing the plans and bidding the project.
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E. OVERALL PRIORITIES
Based on input from the community during the course of the Envision Mount Dora process and based upon discussions with the Steering
Committee, a list of priority projects was developed. While all the projects defined in the target centers and corridors during this process are
important, the projects shown below represent catalyst capital projects or strategic actions that should be emphasized first. These are a subset of the
priorities included in the individual Center analysis. This emphasis represents a combination of projects already discussed or in motion by the City,
projects that provide “bang for the buck,” and projects that can be accomplished without great difficulty. The philosophy of the Steering Committee
was “little and often makes much.” These projects will help provide direction to the City as it goes through its annual budgeting process and
prioritizes future planning and capital improvement efforts.
The total five year capital cost is shown by project/area. These are considered planning level numbers based upon the best information available at
this time. The potential for cost fluctuations are always possible. As design progresses on any project, costs are refined and better estimates become
available. In addition to the cost by project/area an annualized cost is included based upon the 5 year plan by area. The total cost will be different
because not all of the projects were considered priority or Capital projects by the Steering Committee.
The means in which these projects are to be financed is currently being evaluated through the capital budgeting process. Each project delineated in
this document is to be included in the City’s Five Year Capital Improvement Plan. These projects will be evaluated with the associated accounts
available to fund each project. These will then be presented to the City Council at a workshop to kick off the FY 2013 budget process. The projects
contained herein will be considered priority capital projects.
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5 YEAR COST OF ENVISION STEERING COMMITTEE CATALYST PROJECTS
LOCATION

STRATEGY

DESCRIPTION

5 YEAR COST

Downtown

Streetscape Improvements

Areawide
Including Bicycle Facility
Treatments On Selected Streets

$600,000

Downtown

Enhanced Wayfinding

Included In Streetscape Cost

Downtown

Additional Parking Facilities

Areawide
Coordinate With Existing
Citywide System
Expand Existing Garage

Downtown

4th Avenue Pedestrian Mall,
4th Avenue Between McDonald
And Donnelly Street

Construct Pedestrian Mall

$400,000

Highland Street

Streetscape Improvements 1st Avenue
To Orange County Line

Complete Phase 2 Of Highland
Street Improvements

$750,000

Citywide

Enhanced Wayfinding

Coordinate With Existing
Citywide System

$110,000

Citywide

Gateway Monumentation

Design And Construct Gateway
Monumentation

$265,000

Lakefront

Public Boardwalk Promenade
Pineapple Point/Evans Park
Charles Avenue Closure
Create Linear Park

Construct Lakefront Boardwalk

$345,000

Create Linear Park Linking
Downtown To Gilbert Park

$1,815,000

Grandview

Public Sidewalk And Trail Extensions

Complete Connections
And Fill Gaps

$100,000

Grandview

Acquire Property For Redevelopment

Strategic Acquisition To Promote
Infill And Add Size For
Non-Residential Use

$200,000

Lakefront

$1,310,000
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Employment Center

Public Joint Master Plan With
Lake County

Develop Economic Analysis,
Master Plan And Marketing Plan

$100,000

Citywide

Modify Policies And Codes
To Enable Vision

Staff Brings Forward Specific
Recommendations

No Cost – Project To Be
Done In House

1st Avenue Right of Way
Improvements*

Pedestrian Improvements

Design And Construct Pedestrian
Improvements

$1,100,000

Construct Eastern Water
Treatment plant*

Utility Provision

Design And Construct Water
Treatment Plant

$5,020,000

Create Boulevard On Old U.S. 441

Design And Construct A
Landscaped Boulevard From
Eudora Road To Greenway Drive

$391,000

Access Waterfront

Final Design And
Construction Of Docks

$6,220,000

Golden Triangle*
4th Avenue Docks*

$18,426,000

TOTAL

*Not included by the Steering Committee as a catalyst project but included in the short term priorities.

ANNUAL COSTS OF ALL ENVISION PROJECTS
Year
Cost

2012
$2,321,000

2013
$7,215,000

2014
$435,000

2015
$536,000

2016
$5,580,000
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F. CONCLUSION
The direction provided by the public through the Steering Committee was consistent throughout the process. Additional and continued
investment in key areas of the City is required to maintain our position as a quality historical city that is attractive to visitors and residents as
well as new and existing businesses. The theme “Little and Often Make Much” espoused by the Steering Committee is reflected in this
implementation plan. Through the initial period covered by this plan, change will occur. Projects that are anticipated today will be modified
through the public involvement process. New projects, unanticipated but consistent with the Envision Mount Dora Plan, will emerge as
viable projects. Partnerships will be developed that provide opportunity to advance projects will be developed. Timing and schedules for
current projects will be modified based upon unanticipated events or circumstances. As plans are refined, budgets will be adjusted. These
unknowns are part of the flexibility of the visioning process and plan. The unknown should be embraced provided the guiding principles of
Envision Mount Dora are followed. The qualities that make Mount Dora a great City are reflected in the Envision Mount Dora Plan and the
guiding principles contained therein. These principles have remained consistent over the years and will serve the future residents and visitors
to the City well.
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